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also known as an ally of Andreotti. Writing in the Rome

possible by collaboration between the PCI-led work,ing

paper Paese Sera, which has unofficial ties to both the

class resistance and the Christian Democratic industrial

Socialist and Communist parties, Granelli attacked those

ists who had joined them in fighting the fascists, Granelli

who were attempting to sabotage the growing program

stated: "If the current crisis cannot be resolved by the

matic alliance between the Communists and the prime

forces that came out of the Resistance and formed the

minister.

Republic and democracy, then we cannot talk about our

Referring

to the first

postwar

government made

chances for having any future whatsoever."

IPS Terror Control Exposed In Italy
The following are translated excerpts from an article,

vestigation which led to his indictment for involvement

"Why There is Terror in Italy - The Blind Terror of

in fascist terrorism. "Affari Riservati" (Secret Affairs)

IPS," published in the May 5 issue of the widely-read

was a special investigative unit directly created by the

weekly Giorni- Vie Nuove,

CIA inside the Interior Ministry, which was officially

the magazine of the Italian

Communist party-linked cooperatives. The article in

e vidence

dissolved

recently

for

"dirty

tricks"

scandals

but

published

reportedly still functions under another guise. The Red

beginning over a year ago by this news service, iden
tifying the Washington-based Institute for Polic Studies

Italy; Langle y of course refers to Langley, Va. - the

and its "leftist" director Marcu
' s Raskin as the main

headquarters of the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency.

dependently

corroborates

the

y

Rockefeller-financed control

center

Brigades and NAP are the most notorious terror gangs in

for international

terrorism, in collaboration with Rockefeller's Interpol
for both "right-wing" and "left-wing" varieties.
Italy has been subjected to an escalating wave of such
terror operations, including in recent weeks the kid
napping and attempted

poisoning

of two nationally

'
prominent Socialist Party leaders and the murders or
several magistrates involved in investigating the terror.
Until this time, however, no Italian press outside of
direct NSIPS affiliates had identified the real inter
national sources of the terror, and exposes had been
limited at best to pointing a finger at the right-wing ter
ror networks operated through Bavarian neo-Nazi Franz
Josef Strauss, without indicating the Rockefeller IPS
Interpol hand behind these networks. In the first article
of the current five-part series (see EIR No. 18), Giorni
Vie Nuove revealed that there are two, increasingly war
ring CIAs - a traditionalist one, and a second "left"
outfit which trained Italian students through Johns
Hopkins

University

and

the

National

Student

Association, and sent them to Italy for terror and de
stabilization operations against the Communist Party.
This

week's

part

two

pinpoints

Raskin's

chief

collaborators and modus operandi, published for the first
time anywhere, including how drugs are used by the
Raskin networks to create terrorists.
It is clear from the way the expose is written that it is
based on information made available by Prime Minister
Andreotti's allies within the government itself, as part of
an urgent effort to free Italy from Interpol control. The
information is "leaked" from a report by the office of
Emilio Santillo, a close Andreotti ally who heads the
national

Anti-Terrorism

Unit.

submitted to the office of

The

Italian

report has
Interior

been

Minister

Francesco Cossiga. Cossiga, Italy's top Interpol agent,
has been linked in the press already to at least the
coverup, if not the deployment, of terrorism.
For

the

non-Italian

reader,

a

few

further

iden

tifications are in order. General Vito Miceli was formerly
a high-ranking officer of Italian Defense Intelligence
(SID)
2

against

whom

Andreotti

instigated

an

in-

Why There Is Terrorism In Italy
- The Blind Terror Of IPS
On (Interior Minister -ed.) Cossiga's desk there is a
document on terrorism written by Russomano, the
secretary of Santillo. There is no longer any doubt that
Russomano's files contain names and indications which
prove that behind terrorism there lies the CIA. But it is
not sufficient to just name the CIA. Names have to be
mentioned, and we are naming the names.
The man who for over ten years has been directing
terrorism in Italy and Western Europe is Marcus Raskin
of the Institute for Policy Studies, a private institution
financed by Rockefeller, which for more than ten years
has financed right and left-wing
operating

in

Western

Europe.

subversive groups
This

organization,

although not directly linked to the CIA, has received
orders from the big brains at Langley to destabilize un
welcome governments, and the Honorable Andreotti is
not welcome to the American fascists who have in Rock
efeller and Kissinger their undisputed spokesmen.
Marcus Raskin is the man

who created the Red

Brigades, the NAP and all the other subversive groups.
In practical terms this man in his 40s, who comes from
the New York underworld, is accused of being the con
troller behind the blind terrorism of General Yarbor
ough, ex-chief of underground operations of the CIA. IPS
is linked to the principal American universities and inter
connects with the secret services. It is divided into three
sectors:

(1) official security services
(2) extremist groups
(3) destabilization operations
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The agents of the crimmal "case officers" (which

The Italian Network

Marcus Raskin has a three-tier operation. The first is
recruitment, the second is operations, and the third is the
assassinations department which includes trained killers
to assassinate inconvenient people. The first tier is
controlled by Eddy Grevillz, who is very well known to In
terpol. He is active and confident, comes from Lyons,
and is a direct creation of Marcus Raskin. It appears that
he lives in a locale in the area of Como in which Rocke
feller

has

"cultural"

interests.

Investigato.rs

have

established that he is the father of the Red Brigades.

Between 1968 and 1969 Grevillz
involved

with

the

was in Trento where he

problems

of

obtain their (the

recruits') loyalty by promising them drugs. This is why
contact exists between the CIA and the criminal world.
The ties between the CIA and Cosa Nostra

are

known.

The CIA has also made a pact with the Calabrian
arangheta (local criminal organization in the South-ed.)
which in turn contracted to carry out kidnappings.
The complicity of the police is clear. Until some time
ago, Grevillz had contact with the "Affari Reservati"
and with General Miceli. Today it seems that Grevillz
has close relations with the Viminale (Interior Ministry) .
The secret services have singled out all the responsible

How the Red Brigades Were Born

became

means controllers in their jargon)

individpals but they are all untouchable people.
Erik Fulbright is the second man of the network,

sociology

charged with using the terrorists politically. The orders

students. This was the University where Curcio and the

come from Langley. The general headquarters are in the

other Red Brigaders came into being. Grevillz also

Rome office of a large multinational company (whose

controls the drug traffic among youth. In fact, drug

name we know) .

addicts are potential terrorists. Grevillz' men infiltrated
themselves into the autonomist drug addicts and made

Rene Polanski, a Pole who has been known to the police

drugs available to them. Later, they suddentIy withdrew

for some time. He gets his orders and carries them out

the drugs and blackmailed the youth, after which began

without question.

the brainwashing which produces terrorists.

Finally, the assassinations department is directed by

This is the organization which directs terrorism.

The French Military Goes Psychotic
process of conducting - and losing - the Indo-China

FRANCE

War. Algeria was not a war, but a bloated military oc
cupation exercise, in which the overall quality of the
French officer corps was degraded still further.

The following strategic assessment was issued April 28
by U. S. Labor Party Chairman Lyndon H. LaRouche.
The French military command, which has not led a
successful war since Napoleon's retreat from Moscow,
has, true to that tradition, volunteered France for a

De Gaulle was the exemplary exception to this, the
rallying-point for those officers
potential

qualities

of

who had actual or

strategic

perception.

Un

fortunately, competent military leaders are no longer in
the saddle; the Giscard government, by weeding out

Rockefeller enterprise which competent NATO coun
tries' military professionals - e.g., in the U.S. and West

Debre Blasts Atlan ticist
War Aims

Germany - correctly regard as suicidal incompetence.
President Giscard d'Estaing's African adventure, and
the babbling attributed to certain French quarters in yes
terday's Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung suggest that
Michel Foucault might be heading up Giscard's military
advisers..
Admittedly, apart from the Vichy tradition traceable
to General Boulanger, France has also produced its Foch
and de Gaulle. Unfortunately, on the record, the bunglers
predominate until the point they have lost or almost lost
a war.
We do not exaggerate France's dismal military record.
The Prussian defeat of the Second Empire should have
surprised no one. Louis Napoleon's earlier military
successes were stage-managed set-ups, arranged for
him by the House of Rothschild - who manipulated the

In

a

short

statement

on

French

national

television May 4, Gaullist leader Michel Debre
explicitly denounced NATO's war aims against the
Soviet Union. Justifying his - and most Gaullists'
- refusal of European political integration, Debre
said: "We do not want a war with the Soviet Union
decided by others. They will ask us to put our
nuclear weapons on the Czechoslovakian border
and thus to participate in their war. If we refuse,
they will cut off all credit and blackmail us." Debre
had not alluded to Atlanticist war plans since the
1973-74 "Oil Hoax."

finances, and hence the deployment of little Louis' ad
versary. But for prima donnas' interference into the

actual and potential Gaullists from the key military

German military com m and, Germany would have won

positions, has put the bunglers back to command. The

the First World War almost as quickly as it defeated

same French military faction which Prussia defeated in

France in 1940. In both world wars, the most significant

1870, nearly routed in 1914, and crushed in 1940 - the

German advantage was the imbecility of the French

Vichy tradition - is back in command and disposed to

command. The same French officer corps which lost the

parody its worst bunglings and atrocities of the past.

1940 Battle of France degenerated still further in the

Vichy is the tradition of Louis Napoleon. Then and now,
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